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Industry Notice:
Department On-Line License Search Capabilities to Change
Twenty-six years later the time has come to retire the agency’s legacy licensing data base system known as
LCS. This system, among numerous other functions, provides the data the agency’s website uses to drive
its license search tool (https://azliquor.gov/query/query.cfm). As with any change in major technology, it
is customary that change comes too to ancillary systems that derive value from it. So will be the case for
this agency’s website license search tool.
The very good news is, all but one searchable field is expected to survive at transition, and what were
previously two independent search criteria will become one. In short, under the Non-Active Licenses
header of the search webpage, the Suspended Licenses search link will end, and the Surrendered and
Terminated search criteria will blend into a new field titled, Cancelled.
Of those search criteria that survive, full impacts to them are not wholly known and cannot be explored
until after the agency cuts over. What is known is, the new system’s data base to search will hold scant
information. At Go-Live, the new system will only contain active license data, in-process applications
and amendments, in-process investigations and in-process and outstanding compliance matters. As for the
quality of the data, what is anticipated is that some data may show in incorrect fields, or some fields will
show nonsensical data. Both can and will be fixed if they surface. Know in the end, the basic genesis of
what is reported in each searchable area today will remain the same. For clarification, the searches
expected to survive are:
License Number
License Type
License Type by City
License Type by County
License Type by Zip Code
Business Name
Location Address

Deliverable Location – Pending
Pending App and Interim Permits
Issued Licenses by Date Range
Issued Lic by Date Range & City
Search for a Single Zip Code
Licensee Email/Contact Info
Recently Issued Licenses
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PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85007-2934

Active Licenses by Zip Code
Expired Licenses
Denied Licenses
Surrendered, now Cancelled
Terminated, now Cancelled
Inactive Licenses
Liquor Violation Search

PHONE (602) 542-5141

WWW.AZLIQUOR.GOV

Individuals requiring special accommodations please call (602)542-9027

FAX (602) 542-5707

Owner/Agent Name
Deliverable Location – Active

Special Events
Wine/Fair Festival

Download Table: License Master
Download Table: License Pending
Download Table: Special Events

The planned date for the transition is:
• Old System retire – Friday, February 23, 2018 at 8:00 AM
• New System Activation – Monday, February 26, 2018 at 8:00 AM
• Restore of outlined License Search functionality – Unknown, but is a top agency priority.
The Department of Liquor appreciates your patience and understanding as it goes through this transition
period.
The reward on the backend is the agency is bringing to the airways a new computer system that will allow
prospective and existing clients the ability to complete many of their existing licensing functions on-line,
from the comfort of wherever the internet allows a person to travel. Look for notices on the public release
of the system to come sometime in the Summer 2018.
Respectfully,

Jeffery Trillo,
Assistant Director of Licensing and Administration
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